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Go to K.O.'s Boxing Star, a fast-paced high-intensity boxing game from the creators of Battle for the Arrow. As an aspiring boxing star, you will need to rise to the ranks of the boxing world. Take on opponents from low street fights all the way to all-star boxers in the big ring! Our boxing star cheats and tips will show you how to become just that! Winning the
Boxing Star is all about fighting smart and controlling your attacks. We will teach you how to box with grace in our boxing star cheats, tips and tricks of strategy guide! Keep an eye on your stamina! See a small ECG below your health meter? It's your endurance meter. Whenever you throw punches and they blow or get blocked, you lose a bit of stamina. The
lower your stamina gets the slower your strokes get, so don't let it fall too low! If it reaches absolute zero, your attacks will come out extremely slowly. Don't forget to stop and rest a bit to regain your stamina! In the peg, if your stamina falls too low, you may get the chance to fight your opponent. Look for the yellow button that appears next to the right Dodge
button. You will put your opponent in time for a few seconds, and while nothing comes out of it, he can buy you time to regain your stamina. Use a mixture of attacks! Your main attack is blows, hooks, and uppercuts. Jabs quickly but do little harm, while the uppercuts are very slow, but the cause is massive damage. The hooks are in between and they are
yours to go to for decent damage. Don't use the same kind of attack several times in a row as you become predictable - mix it up to keep your opponent on their toes! You can unleash a relentless attack with punches, or you can wait for your opponent to strike first, then launch a powerful counterattack. Remember that dodging hooks or uppercuts slows
down time and presents you with a powerful counterattack! Landing a counterattack stuns your opponent, slowing down their attacks and making them vulnerable to further damage! Understand the complex skills system! Be sure to check into the gym often to start a new workout. You will need all the points skills you can get because the skill system in this
game is very challenging! You start with one slot position and one skill slot. By the way, you can unlock an extra slot if you pay 50 gold, and since you get about 200 for free just by starting the game, we strongly recommend you buy another slot. Skills come in one of four colors, and these colors determine what type of skill. Green skills belong to the Counter
Master attribute, and as you can guess by the name, these skills are focused on powerful counterattacks. Purple skills belong to the Stunner Hunter attribute, which forces you to inflict more damage on stunned enemies. Blue skills belong to the attribute Burner, which fuels your attacks when you have high stamina. The yellow skills belong to the Lucky
Puncher attribute, which randomly feeds your attacks. Choosing the right skill set about how you like to box. Do you like to play defense and wait for your opponent to slip? Try either Counter Master or Stunner Hunter skills. Do you want to box with some sophistication? The Stamina Burner set is for you! Or are you a wild card where anything can happen?
Happy Puncher may be set for you. On top of that, keep in mind that each position is strong and weak against the other. Green punches, yellow, yellow beats, purple and purple beats blue. Just by having a position with the advantage equipped, all your attacks will have to deal with the increased damage. Also, while you can mix and match the skills freely,
it's best to stick to one attribute. For example, if you arm yourself with blue position and blue skills, you activate the synergy bonus and your skills will be enhanced. Full Sponsor sets for bonuses! The four sponsorships each have their own unique bonuses that have a chance to activate depending on how much of their brand you have gained. You can track
what you have by checking each brand's collection list. Keep fighting and winning supply packages to get more gear. Note that you don't need to actually have the gear in your inventory in order to count on sponsorship progress. Once you get it for the first time, it's tagged and calculated to your progress - you can use it for upgrade purposes if you want.
That's it for a boxing star! If you have any other tips or tricks to share, let us know in the comments below! Boxing is an extremely competitive sport. This is probably one of the reasons why it continues to inspire an endless stream of video games. Boxing Star is a new boxing themed game created by four thirty-three that is currently on iOS and Android. In the
game you can create your own boxer and follow his career. You start as a low street fighter and make your way to the top as a world champion. The journey will be filled with obstacles. There are hundreds of battles that must be won. You will go against enemies to get stronger the further you progress. Make sure you are equipped to deal with all of them by
putting on custom gloves, honing your skills, and mastering a dynamic combat system. If you are unable to move forward at any point in the game, don't worry. You can always rely on our compilation of boxing star cheats, tips and tricks to help you make it all the way to the top! 1. Dodge to win one of the best ways to win any fight to hit your opponent without
getting hit back. To successfully do this, you must learn to dodge. There are three types of attacks in the game: kick, hook, and uppercut. In addition, there is also a super move that causes a lot of damage. You also get three defensive moves: dodge, block, and clinch. Your opponent also has everything moves in your arsenal, so make sure you pay
attention. If you are familiar with boxing conditions, you would know that punch is a quick kick that sacrifices power in exchange for speed. It's almost impossible and dodge, but you will most likely survive a few jabs. What you need to keep an eye on are hooks, uppercuts, and super moves. The good news is that they have more windups. This means that
you will be able to predict when your opponent is about to unleash these steps and dodge accordingly. When your opponent misses, you can start a counterattack, successfully inflict damage without the risk of falling back. 2. Keep your Stamina below your health bar of your endurance meter. When your attacks get dodged or blocked, you lose a bit of
stamina. The lower your stamina, the slower your boxer becomes. If it reaches zero, you'll slot down so much that you're practically sitting duck. Prevent it at all costs. If you see that your opponent has been able to block or dodge a few punches, back off a bit and wait for your stamina to recover. Getting hotheaded and trying to punch your way through the
block is a surefire way to wear yourself. If your stamina falls too low and you need more time to recover, you can go for a clinch. This will make your boxer grab on to the opponent, preventing him from launching any attacks. Keep in mind that you won't be able to keep your opponent in the arms of the bear forever. This is just a last resort if you absolutely
can't find a way to get your stamina back. 3. Mix your punches when you attack, make sure you use different types of attacks. Don't just accidentally mash the attack button, however. Be strategic about it. For example, you can lead with a few consecutive strokes to make your opponent smug and then suddenly throw in the hook to shake things up. Just
because the uppercuts deal the greatest damage doesn't mean you have to keep throwing them. They are very slow and easy to predict. If you keep trying to throw the same punch, your opponent will most likely see him wait. The last thing you want your opponent to do is the same dodge-and-kick trick we've been taught you. 4. Grind When you're stuck If
you meet an opponent who is too strong for you to win even with good hit-and-run tactics, it may be time for you to grind a bit. Just go back to the old battle and reproduce it a few times to get enough experience to level out. You can also go to a different mode, so you can try to progress a little more. Going to league mode will allow you to grind for equipment
as well. Completing the stages in League mode will reward you with a packet of drops that contain both equipment and money. 5. Raising the level of alignment has several advantages, one of which is that you get to unlock new things. Achieving certain levels allows you to unlock new hardware slots. This means that you can take more gear in that makes
you stronger. When you unlock a new hardware slot, try filling it in as soon as possible. You can fight league battles to get new equipment. You can also order boxes, wait for their arrival, and equip the new gear you get inside. It's happening, not to mention that you should rare equipment for each slot. There are rare, epic, unique and superb tackles. The
higher the rarity, the better. If all the options are the same rarity, you can check individual traits to see which one works best with your style of play. Don't forget that competition gloves activate for league battles and sparring gloves to activate for the history of battles. Don't forget to switch back and forth when you go from one mode to another. 6. Balance out
your equipment when you bet on equipment, one of the things you should pay attention to, besides rarity, is the benefits they give. Try to maintain balance in your equipment as much as you can. For example, when it comes to gloves, you may find one that boosts the jabs, the one that boosts the hooks, and the one that boosts the uppercuts. Equipment of
one of each kind, instead of piling on boosts only one type of attack, will help make sure that you have a good arsenal for your battles. If you equip a gear that only strengthens the hooks, your opponent will quickly realize that he only has to follow one type of attack, leaving you vulnerable. 7. Earn more skill points, here's how training will help you earn the
skill points needed to upgrade your punches. There are two types of training. The first is intensive training and it's worth the coins. The second type of Extreme Training, which is worth gold bars. Needless to say, Extreme Training gives you more skill points. Try to get as much preparation to do in order to earn a lot of skill points. Keep in mind that they take
time. You can schedule training right before you leave the game, so you'll have skill points waiting for you on your return the next day. In addition to planning additional training sessions, you should also consider unlocking the second training slot. This will allow you to double your training capabilities. The second slot costs only 50 gold. Since you get 200 gold
for free at the start of the game, spending part of it on a training slot can help you get an early start on your skills. 8. Choose the right skills game offers different fighting style options for your boxer. You unlock more styles as you progress in the game. When it comes to choosing the right skills, there is no right or wrong answer. It all depends on how you want
to play. If you are an aggressive type, you can go for a terrific hunter attribute. If you prefer to play safely, dodging and counter-attacking, you can opt for a master counter instead. Other attributes include an endurance burner and a lucky puncher. Try different styles and see which one suits you best. Another thing to keep in mind is the relationship of these
skills with each other. Counter Master Skills Strong against Lucky Happy Punchers are strong against Stunner Hunters. Hunters for stunning strengths against Stamina Burners. Having the advantage of skill in a match will automatically increase the damage to all your attacks. 9. Don't Ignore Sponsorship Notices These often pop up every time you unlock a
new piece of hardware. Although they may be annoying, don't fire them just yet. Completing your sponsor's collection rewards you with a bonus attribute. This can give you a great advantage in both history and league battles, since you will be able to amplify your boxer somewhat with additional attributes. 10. Add some Swag to your Swank Once you reach a
certain level in boxing star, you will start earning S-coins. They can be used to purchase various things in the Swank section of the tab management. You can buy a new crib to increase your daily rental income. You can also buy a new car to reduce the delivery timer for the packages that you order. Adding a new member to your surroundings adds an extra
bonus to the day. Every new member you add increases the bonuses you get, so it's always a good idea to keep adding more. 11. How to earn more S-coins in a boxing star Now that you know how awesome these Swank items are, you'll probably want to earn more S-coins. There are several ways for you to do this. First, make sure you link your Facebook
account to the game. This will allow you to send gifts to any of your friends who are also playing the game. You should also add even more friends to the game by placing a friend's code in online groups. Having a lot of friends means you get to share more gifts. Another way to earn more S-coins is by completing achievements. Just go to the veterans tab of
your achievements, as they will all reward you with S-coins. Achievements from other tabs will reward you with coins, gold and other enhancements. Try to complete as many veteran achievements as you can in order to get as many S-coins. 12. Getting The Best Gear Despite what the title suggests, rare equipment isn't really that rare. In fact, they are only
one step above the overall equipment. Feel free to use them as fodder for your best equipment. If you're wondering how you can get your hands on some epic, unique and superior gear, there are several options. First of all, you can get them as a reward from league battles, but the odds are very slim. You could get a rare package after winning the Battle of
the League, which takes some time to open, but the reward will be worth the wait. If you want to increase your chances of getting better gear, you will need to progress further in the game. You need to move up the leagues and defeat the toughest bosses of history. This is especially true for Epic gear because they don't appear in any of the starter packages.
You will need to go to the most difficult levels of the game if you want to even get a chance to find epic equipment. An alternative but expensive way is to buy packages in the game store. From time to time, you will find them individually in the gear store, but you can also expect that they will be just as expensive. You can check the information button on the
packages to know the percentage of chances of getting Superior or above the rarity gear. Spoiler alert, it's really low. Finally, you can get to get equipment through your surroundings. As we mentioned earlier, you get more bonuses for each new member of your environment. Each participant receives you an additional package per day. While getting rare
equipment out of these packages still depends on luck, at least you'll get a better chance of purchasing them. After all, you'll be lucky. If you're wondering about exclusive and omega equipment, these aren't actual levels of rarity. These are special types of equipment that can also be common, rare, superb, unique or epic. They often appear in premium
packages, but you also have a small chance to purchase them as a reward throughout the game. 13. Buy starter packages when you start, you will have some free gold. You can use this to purchase premium packages from the store in the game that cost 100 gold each. This will help you with 15 different pieces of gear that have a common rarity. It may not
sound all that impressive, but all this extra equipment will allow you to significantly increase the level of your starter equipment. That means you get a good boost in strength early in the game. 14. Get into some social brawl When you head to the social game area, you get to customize your character and fight against other players. You can even slap your
own picture on a boxer. The damage in these social battles doubles so you can complete them faster. The downside is that you don't really get any rewards for winning. This makes for good practice, however. You also get to have a silly fun time with other players in the game. You can even make new friends. 15. Look for Red N When you see red N
anywhere on the menu, it means that you have something waiting for you. If you see it on the Gear menu, it means you have new equipment. The red N in the menu management means that you have new sponsorships that are close to opening. If you see it in the skills menu, it means that you have skill points waiting to be spent. Finally, seeing the red n in
the achievements section means that you have the rewards waiting to be in demand. Watch out for the red N so you don't miss out on any of your awards. Now you are ready to knock out your opponents in Boxing Star! Just remember all the tips and tricks listed above to ensure your success! In case you know more tips for the game, let us know below in
the comment area! Area!
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